September 2012-Reflections

Awakening Souls, Transforming Lives!
Spiritual Tools For An Abundant Life- “The 12 Powers of Man”
Using the Powers, One Month at a Time
JANUARY—Faith
The ability to believe, intuit and perceive.
Faith blesses my day and paves my way.

Dear Unity Friends,

New Horizons

As I begin to write this first of many newsletter articles to you, I am overwhelmed with a sense of joy, contentment,
and gratitude, knowing that Spirit has once again guided me on my right and perfect path, and that I am so greatly blessed to
be your new spiritual leader. This is, indeed, a new horizon!
In his wonderful book, Finding Yourself in Transition, Unity minister and teacher, Rev. Robert Brumet, writes, “A new

beginning is a “new dance” with new insights, new boundaries, new fulfillment, and new commitment to ourselves.”

Unity Christ Church, and all of us who encompass it, are on the verge of a new beginning. We are all preparing to join
in a new dance of life, with a new dance partner, trusting that God will guide us and teach us every step of the way.
However, we know that any new beginning brings with it its own set of challenges because it means CHANGE. And
regardless of how much we may consciously believe that we want newness and change, there is usually a part of us that continues to resist it. This is because the change that comes with any new beginning often puts us in unfamiliar territory, without a
road map or GPS.
We can be afraid of change and newness when our egos tell us that we are vulnerable, inadequate, or even unworthy
of the new blessings to come. We can be afraid of newness because our egos tell us that we might make a mistake, that we
might be a failure.
Unity author, Rev. Ernest C. Wilson, wrote, “Times of change are times of fearfulness and times of opportunity. Which
they are too be for you depends on your attitude toward them.” (The Great Physician, p. 132)
The attitude that we need in order to perceive opportunity instead of fear as we move toward our new beginning is an
attitude of willingness, not willfulness. In the Gospel of Luke, Jesus said, “ Not my will, but thine, be done.” (22:42). Thus, we
must be willing to learn the new “dance steps” that will help us moving gracefully and confidently into our new horizon.
And as we move toward our new horizon, let’s cultivate an attitude of curiosity and adventure, like that of an explorer!
Perhaps you have heard these poignant song lyrics from the wonderful New Thought singer, Jana Stanfield.

“I don’t need to completely understand the big picture to know that my role
is important. I don’t have to know the destination to know I’m headed in
the right direction. Though I may not know where I am going, I’m not lost,
I am exploring.”
All along our journey of exploration, God has promised to be with us always and to lead us into the Promised Land. I
believe that as individuals, and as a church community of Truth seekers, we are being called to greater heights, to the Promised Land. We are being called to heal, grow, and be transformed, so that we may once again be that powerful, spiritual presence here in St. Louis. So that we may be a bright light and a true blessing of peace and love for ourselves, our families, our
community, and our world.
I feel so blessed to be a part of this exciting new journey, which will begin on January 4th, with a lesson titled,
“What’s in a Name? – The White Stone Ceremony”. Please come and discover through learning and meditation the new
“calling” toward which Spirit is guiding you.
Then, on January 11th, join us as we explore the true meaning of God’s promise to Abraham and his ancestors, in a
lesson called, “Who Are the Chosen People?” You just might be surprised!
On January 18th, in a lesson titled, “Being Broken?” we will contemplate what it means to feel un-whole and unholy,
and discover that perhaps we have misjudged ourselves and others.
Finally, on January 25th, we will explore the ways that our sense of “brokenness” can lead us to ways of becoming
blessings, indeed, “The Wounded Healers”.
I hope that you can join me at Unity Christ Church in this first month of a magnificent new year and a time of new
horizons! I look forward to seeing you all very soon! Thank you for choosing me to serve you and our wonderful church!

Blessings of Peace Always,
Reverend Sallie Fox
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INSPRIRATION FROM OUR FOUNDERS
THE COSMIC MAN
Extracts from Sunday Morning Talks in Unity
Auditorium, Kansas City, MO by Charles Fillmore

Unity, October 1918, Volume 49, Number 4, Pages 301-306
AS STUDENTS OF TRUTH, sons of the all-knowing Father, we stand at the Center and should fearlessly handle the socalled “mysteries” of Being. In reality, nothing is mysterious. There are no occult things to the man who knows the One
Mind. Great minds are courageous, and no one makes much progress in spiritual understanding until he develops a fearless freedom.
The Cosmic man, or Grand Man of the Universe, often referred to by religious mystics, is the Christ, and the Christ
is the Higher Self of man. Thus a seeming great mystery is reduced to simple numbers. We do not realize the nearness of
this Cosmic Man, because we have not found our Real Selves. Jesus Christ educated his followers to discern the real
man. They, like most people, judged man from the appearances, and Jesus was trying to lead them into the understanding
of the truth and help them to find the Higher Self. When asked his disciples who men said the “Son of man” was, the reply
came, “Some say John the Baptist; some, Elias; and others, Jeremiah, or one of the prophets.” Then he said to them, “But
whom say ye that I am? Spiritual perception was awakened in Peter and he said, “Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living
God.” “And Jesus answered and said unto him, Blessed art thou, Simon Barjona; for flesh and blood hath not revealed it
unto thee, but my Father which is in heaven.”
Spiritual perception reveals to us that we are not persons, but factors of the Cosmic Mind. Reveal yourself to yourself by affirming, “I am the Christ, the Son of the living God.” Look at yourself not as flesh and blood but as Spirit. Jesus
Christ affirmed his True Self, and the Father acknowledged him. The reason of the limited comprehension and power of the
ordinary man is found in the fact that he sees the world about him as under material law, and agreeing with it, he makes
himself part of it. We can easily reason ourselves to be spiritual being, but we have not the courage to affirm it. Whatever
we can imagine, that we can attain; and if we can perceive our spiritual estate we can demonstrate it. Christ Jesus is the
Cosmic Man, the Grand Man of the Universe, demonstrated, developed, brought out, in every man.
If we lose ourselves in outer study we become separated from the Center, and let go our hold on mind, the propelling force. It is possible to look out upon the universe with the eye of sense and see all things material. Everything is then a
passing show, and we the puppets. But the spiritual man knows that the universe is spiritual and within himself, and he
studies it spiritually.
All of the great men of the world have realized to some extent the powers of the Higher Self. Napoleon said he
was not as other men. He was not under laws and conditions and circumstances, but he made circumstances. He felt his I
AM dominion, although he did not understand it. In what is called “genius” there is a gleam of the spiritual man expressing
himself without reference to the world without. When the race thought presses down, the genius ceases to manifest his
great powers; but if he will let go by himself, and come in touch again with his Higher Self—the Christ—he shall once more
be a genius.
The spiritual man is a law unto himself; and when he claims his divine Sonship, like Jesus, he takes on authority
and rises superior to the mortal law. Nature loves to obey the man who speaks to her with authority born of true dominion.
The Cosmic Man, the Grand Man of the Universe, sings, “I set the place for the human race.” The Divine Law of the Unlimited is written in the heart of every man, and will assert itself when he proclaims it.
Jesus Christ came as the demonstration of the Cosmic Man. He walked on the waters, fed the multitudes from the
universal ether, went through closed doors, and in every way showed himself superior to the laws to which ignorant men
hold themselves in bondage. It is also the privilege of the Comic Man to sweep away all discord, sickness, and death. The
mind of the flesh believers in weakness, hunger, demands sleep, and in various ways limits man. But if man will identify
himself with the Comic Man all these beliefs will be dissolved, and he will be free indeed. All is ours now; all we need to
bring it into expression is to agree with the Real Self. Every morning say, “In the beginning God created me with full capacity and with dominion over all things. I am not personality, but Christ. God is my Father, and I am his obedient Son. There
is nothing I cannot do, because I know that with my almighty spiritual power all things are possible to me. I live in the Universal Spirit. I am not material, I am not weak, I am not sick; I am Spirit and I now and forever identify myself with the Christ
of God.
Preach to yourself a sermon like that every morning, another at night, and many times through the day. It is necessary to preach to the intellectual man and tell him the truth. He is very tenacious of what he thinks is true, and he must
learn the truth, line upon line, precept upon precept, here a little and there a little, until he becomes quickened into spiritual
understanding.
If you have to walk instead of fly, you have not found yourself. The Higher Self is not under any limitation whatever. If we follow the Lord Jesus Christ we shall do the things that he did, and greater, and the works will be done in just the
way that he did his mighty works----through the realization of the Cosmic Mind and its oneness with the Father.
**************************************************************
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Our words do construct and also destroy. It was of their power that the Jehovah I Am, “I make alive and I kill.” All the structures which we attribute to natural growth are the product of thoughts and words. “Without the Word was not anything made.”
Study of the power of words reveals that they are constructive or destructive, according to the character of the idea
which they convey. All things are first ideas; these ideas take form in mind and afterward become objective. The One Mind is
the realm of Absolute Ideas. Substance is an Absolute Idea, but in coming into visibility the idea has its first movement, which
is mental or etheric.
Our physicians have long been considering the cause side of materiality. They have held all kinds of theories, only to
cast them aside as untenable. They now recognize that there is a Universal Ether, which they have postulated as lying back
of matter, and they say it is made of ions of force. But they cannot describe the all-potential spiritual Substance in terms of
matter. God cannot be described in material terms, and we find it true along all lines of spiritual knowing, that the intellect cannot grasp the unlimited. The mind must enter in to the Absolute to understand the Absolute. When scientists try to describe
the Universal Ether, some of their conclusions are stupendous. Sir Oliver Lodge calculates that in each one fifteen-thousand
of a cubic inch of ether there must be the energy of a million horsepower station working continuously for forty million years.
Physicists have generally ceased trying to picture ether in terms of matter, but rather are inclined to explain matter in
terms of ether. They tell us about atoms, yet atoms are so small that they have never been seen by men. They know they
exist, because they have evidence of something which must have a cause, and they call it ether. The Universal Ether, which
physicists are seeing in their minds and trying to estimate with their five senses, is the thought–stuff of Divine Mind. It is the
real Substance which the Word uses to make the universe.
If you want spiritual understanding, you will not find it by studying from the material viewpoint. To know why words
are constructive or destructive, you must get an understanding of the living, intelligent, all-pervading Substance permeating
everything. You may think of every “one fifteen-thousandth of a cubic inch of ether as filled with a million horse-power energy
working continuously for forty million years,” but nothing in the material universe can give an idea of this force here waiting to
be appropriated and put into expression.
In the understanding of omnipresent spiritual Substance, we can see how all the so-called miracles of Jesus took
pace. He entered into the consciousness of this thought-stuff, and out of it multiplied the loaves and fishes. No material limitations could bind him, because he knew what was back of “matter,” and he went in and out of closed doors as though they were
not. He entered into the Universal Substance and spoke words corresponding to its character.
We fall short in speaking our true world into expression, because we speak negative words. In the One Mind al things
exist in perfection and every word we speak should be in acknowledgement of that perfection. Such words are constructive.
When we speak of anything less than the perfect, our words fall short of the perfect standard in Divine Mind, and some destructive conditions ensues.
It is good for us to consider our words and “take with us words,” and return unto the Lord. Then out of the Universal
Substance we shall make a new world and a new body. Don’t wait for a great resurrection day to come in the future. Wake up
now. Through meditation and prayer you will come in touch with the One Substance, which is here as the great matrix. Out of
it everything is formed, and from it here upon this earth, you shall make the new heavens and the new earth.
The new race must have a new vocabulary, and all negative, untrue words must be eliminated. If God is love, there is
no reality in hate. The word “hate” probably sends out the most destructive vibration of all words. It reaches the mind of him
against whom it is directed, and comes back, still carrying destruction. Thus you get in yourself the effects of every word of
hate you send out. Think of the power of words of love. They construct and sustain, because God, the Great Causing Mind, is
Love.
____________________________________________
How do you like this article? Please give feedback at mckinnjj@gmail.com

JANUARY LESSON TITLES
Minister: Rev. Sallie Fox
January 4, 2015:

What’s In A Name? The White Stone Ceremony

Guest Musicians: Doug Erwin and Katie Kopff

January 11, 2015: Who Are The Chosen People?

Guest Musicians: Deborah Sharn and Steve Schenkel

January 18, 2015: Being Broken

Guest Musicians: AJSR and Philip Gomez

January 25, 2015: The Wounded Healers
Guest Musician: Brian Clarke
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Things to Make You Go Hmmm ….
As we start this New Year, many of us make resolutions for things we would like
to do or change in the upcoming year. Most resolutions revolve around planning to work out more, losing weight or kicking a bad habit, such as smoking.
Here at Unity Christ Church, we have our annual Burning Bowl Service where
we fist make a list of things we are ready to release in our lives, burn those, and
then make a list of what we would like to manifest for ourselves in the coming
year.
In preparation for what we want to create in 2015, I would like to suggest starting your day with what we at the Chopra Center call the Soul Questions. Personally, I ask these before every meditation.
The first question is, “Who am I?” If you ask most people, they will
answer by identifying themselves in terms of their job, where they live, their role
(mother, son, etc.) or relationships. Each of these points represents some aspect of who you are, but they are not the ultimate essence of who you are.
However, when you start to realize that your essential nature is unbounded and
eternal, your answers will start to shift and expand beyond these limiting areas.
The second question is, “What do I want? What do I really want?”
The answers may be material, ethereal, spiritual, physical, or emotional. Whatever it is you would like to see manifested in your life. This question takes you
a layer deeper than the first. When you are willing to pose the question to yourself, “What do I really want?” you are asking what level of your being is expressing a need. When you become conscious of the forces that drive your
desire you will become more intimate with your essential nature.
The third question is, “What is my Dharma or Purpose in Life?
How Can I help? How can I serve? As your reference point expands from the
subtle body (the Mind) to the causal body (The Field of Pure Potentiality) your
inner dialogue shifts away from a sense of “What’s in it for me?” to caring for
others. Your sense of self expands, your compassion increases and you find
yourself naturally and genuinely caring about how your choices influence those
around you.
The fourth question is, “What am I grateful for?”
I encourage you to try adding these questions to whatever your morning spiritual practice is as you start 2015. Have a Happy New Year. I honor the
light in all of you which is also in me.
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AFFIRMATION FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY
I welcome the New Year with faith, love and enthusiasm!

JANUARY WEEKLY AFFIRMATIONS:
January 4:
I am ready and willing to accept my new calling.
January 11:
I am one of God’s chosen, chosen to believe in Oneness.
January 18:
I celebrate the Truth of my wholeness and perfection.
January 25:
We are blessed to be the healers of our world.

1/04
1/10
1/16
1/27
1/28
1/30

George Cunningham
Jeigh Singleton
Carolyn Johnson Harris
Richard Hughes
Ola Senter
Rev. Sallie Fox
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Thoughts From the Heart
Wow, it is now 2015, and I have been contemplating New Beginnings and all kinds of New Ideas. I have
also been joyously anticipating what this New Year will bring. As I look back at the past year, I recognize
and acknowledge all the many wonderful opportunities for growth I have experienced. Witnessing how the
commitments I made in the past year manifested so many wonderful blessings, I now Know, were the direct
result of the evolution of my consciousness. This awareness makes me exceedingly glad.
This type of reflection encourages me to have even greater expectations about the “Good” that I Know, they
will unfold throughout this New Year. My focus begins to turn more within and more importantly, I begin
thinking about the commitments that I choose to make for this year--- to my Higher Self….The Christ that
lives within me.
I resolve this year is to be totally committed to acknowledging that Spirit Within and to always turn to that
Christ Spirit for guidance and direction in all that I think, say and do. I choose to consciously make the
commitment to allow the Christ Spirit Within to live Its’ life in me, through me and as me here and now. As
My Higher Self ( my True Self) continues to grow stronger within, I know that I will always be led to my
“Highest Good”; and this I know will serve to glorify God so that all may see and know that God is the only
Truth of our Being.
This year, I am also committed to bringing the Presence of the Christ into all my relationship so that all who
are present in my consciousness are surrounded and enfolded in the Love of God and thereby reflect the
grace, peace and harmony that comes forth through the acknowledgement and realization of the Presence of
God.
I am also committed to praying that the Presence and Power of God be released into our world, the Universe
and the consciousness of all mankind so that all is surrounded, enfolded and immersed in the awareness of
the Presence of God, bringing forth the manifestation of the Kingdom of Heaven on earth right here and
right now!
Most of all, I am committed to radiating the Love of God throughout my Being, so that I may experience
and know that there is nothing in the Universe but the Presence of God. As I do so, I know that I will no
longer judge by external appearances, but will see with the pure eyes of Spirit and Know that we are all indeed One. This awareness I know will lead to fulfilling my total commitment as a Child of God.
So as we think about our commitment and priorities for the year 2015, let us be mindful of the effect that our
thoughts, feelings and actions have on everyone and everything and let us choose to bring the highest expression of the Christ to all that we think, say and do.
Have a Happy, Prosperous and Spirit- filled 2015!

Let us Daily Affirm: I allow the Christ to express In me, Through me and As me right now.

Blessings As you Spiritually Unfold.
Juankee J. McKinney
The Editor
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RECIPE FOR A HAPPY NEW YEAR
Anonymous
Submitted by: Herman King

Take twelve fine, full-grown months; see that these are thoroughly free from old memories of bitterness, rancor
and hate, cleanse them completely from every clinging spite; pick off all specks of pettiness and littleness; in
short, see that these months are free from all the past-have them fresh and clean as when they first came from
the great storehouse of Time. Cut these months into thirty or thirty-one equal parts. Do not attempt to make up
the whole batch at one (so many persons spoil the entire lot this way) but prepare one day at a time.
Into each day, put equal parts of faith, patience, courage, work (some people omit this ingredient and so spoil
the flavor of the rest), hope fidelity, liberality, kindness, rest (leaving this out is like leaving the oil out of the salad
dressing-don’t do it), prayer, meditation, and one well-selected resolution. Put in about one teaspoonful of good
spirits, a dash of fun, a pinch of folly, a sprinkling of play, and a heaping cupful of good humor!

HAPPY BLESSED NEW YEAR!!!!!
From the Lending Library:
HAPPY NEW YEAR!

Prosperity’s Ten Commandments
By Georgianna Tree West
A wonderful way to begin the New Year is to read this charming classic! Georgiana Tree West’s interpretation of the 10
Commandments is so uplifting and delightful; you will never want to break another commandment again! I’m not sure
which of the Ten Commandments you find the most difficult to keep, but with her helpful insight to why you should keep
them, you will be on the right and narrow path to your true prosperity in every area of your life!
As you explore this book, you may share some of my favorite chapters. For example, in the Fourth Commandment, “Remember the Sabbath day, and Keep It Holy,” we find that there is a particular cycle of the activity of life, and
that god perfectly directs us in this commandment. We are to pay, work and rest. If we do not rest, we do not allow God
to work the magic in our lives that he can after we have done our part. Allowing God this action is the second part of the
Keep Holy the Sabbath. This part is known as “Let Go and Let God.” My favorite part. How wonderful to begin the year
with the idea that after we have done our best, God will do the rest.
How do you feel about the Eighth Commandment, “You shall not steal?” Are you familiar with the Law of Compensation? Basically, under this law, we cannot receive something for nothing, We Must give full measure for all that we
receive at some time. We get what we pay for, just as we pay for what we get. If you do not like what you are receiving
in life, maybe you should reconsider what you are giving to life.
I especially like the Tenth Commandment, “You shall not covet.” If we understand that God is our limitless
supply, we have faith that our good will come to us, just as our neighbor’s good has come to him. Under this law, we do
not desire what our neighbor has, for only God can give us what we truly desire. God delivers our good to us based upon the call of our faith.
Not only is this a wonderful interpretation of the Ten Commandments, but there is a delightful story about Ms.
West herself written by Dana Gaitlin in the Foreword. Check it out!
Happy reading in 2015!
Mary E. Biggs, LUT

Monday

4

11

18

Toastmasters’ Club—7 PM

Quest Class—11:30 AM

12 Powers Meditation
9:15 AM

25

Quest Class—11:30 AM

12 Powers Meditation
9:15 AM

Toastmasters’ Club—7 PM

Board of Trustees Meeting
11:30 AM

Quest Class—11:30 AM

12 Powers Meditation
9:15 AM

Quest Class—11:30 AM

CHURCH POTLUCK/
REMOVING OF THE GREENS
11:30 AM

12 Powers Meditation
9:15 AM

Church
Office Closed

5

26

19

12

(See reverse side for times and locations
of classes and events)

Sunday Celebration Service and Youth Education
10:30 AM

Sunday Mid-Service Fellowship
10:00 AM

Sunday

Tuesday

27

20

13

6

7

Spiritual Support Group—
7 PM

Meditation Service
6:30 PM

28

Spiritual Support Group—
7 PM

Meditation Service
6:30 PM

21

Spiritual Support Group—
7 PM

Meditation Service
6:30 PM

14

Spiritual Support Group—
7 PM

Meditation Service
6:30 PM

Wednesday

22

15

8

1

NA GROUP
7 PM

29

NA GROUP—7 PM

NA GROUP
7 PM

NA GROUP
7 PM

NA GROUP
7 PM

Church
Office Closed

Thursday

JANUARY 2015 at Unity Christ Church
Friday

30

23

16

9

2

3

9:30 AM & 11 AM 12Step Centering Prayer
& Meditation Group

31

9:30 AM & 11 AM 12Step Centering Prayer
& Meditation Group

24

9:30 AM & 11 AM
12-Step Centering
Prayer & Meditation
Group

17

9:30 AM & 11 AM
12-Step Centering
Prayer & Meditation
Group

10

9:30 AM & 11 AM
12-Step Centering
Prayer & Meditation
Group

Saturday

Regularly Scheduled Classes, Groups and Events
Sunday Celebration Schedule
Twelve Powers Meditation
9:15 AM in the Sanctuary; Led by Juankee McKinney

Sunday Fellowship
10 AM in the Lobby

Youth Ministry
10:30 AM in the Art Gallery, all children through age 12

Sunday Celebration
10:30 AM in the Sanctuary
CD’s of each Sunday’s service are available at the book desk following the service.

Mid-Week Prayer and Meditation Service
Wednesdays at 6:30 PM in the Prayer Room.
Prayer and Meditation Leader is Rudolph Clay

NA Meeting
Thursday at 7 PM in the Fellowship Room

Spiritual Support Group
Wednesdays at 7 PM led by Juankee McKinney

Toastmasters-Voices in Unity
Second and Fourth Sundays at 7:00 PM in the Fellowship Room

12-Step Centering Prayer and Meditation Groups
Saturdays, 9:30 AM in the Prayer Room; 11 AM in the Library

Additional information is available on the website (www.unitychriststl.org) or by calling the office at 314/727-6478.

